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The heart of Sticky Faith is about generational transfer of faith. The hope is to see the
younger generation take the spiritual baton and run with it, but the only way that can
happen is with a healthy exchange of the baton at the proper time.
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1. Dropped batons
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must be done by the one who
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A dropped baton is not disqualification.

•

Recovery must be done by the one who dropped.

2. Exchange zone violations
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•

Space is limited for the baton pass.

•

Let’s expand and define the exchange zone!
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that sticks.

that sticks.

culture and how to engage teenagers in spiritual conversation/formation.
www.D6family.com – Weekly email updates on simple ways to link God to
everyday experiences.
www.BiblicalParenting.org – Find practical insights and free tips on parenting at the National Center for Biblical Parenting.
www.BeTheDadToday.com – Encouragement for dads, by a dad. Gain
insights and reminders on how to make every day count with your kids!
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www.cpyu.org – Resources and articles to better understand trends in youth
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Powell and Dr. Chap Clark (Available at the Ministry Center)
The Outrageous Idea of Academic Faithfulness by Derek Melleby
Make College Count: A Faithful Guide to Life & Learning by Derek Melleby
(written for students)
Engaging the Soul of Youth Culture by Walt Mueller
Raising a Modern-Day Joseph by Larry Fowler
Strong Fathers, Strong Daughters by Meg Meeker – 10 Secrets Every Father
Should Know
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Sticky Faith: Everyday Ideas to Build Lasting Faith in Your Kids by Dr. Kara

Get Involved:

We are seeking to become a church where the Sticky Faith culture is a
part of our DNA in what we do. If you are interested in seeing how you
can get involved in generational transfer inside the walls of the church,
visit the Sticky Faith Next Steps table in the Grand Hall today to
begin a conversation about where you can get involved.
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